
LECTURE 25

ANXIETY.

Leorss AND GrNrrsMBN, - \ilhat I said to you in my last
lecture about the general neurotic state will no doubt have
struck you as the most incomplete and inadequate of all my
pronouncements. I know that is true, and nothing will have
surprised you more,I expect, than that there was nothing in it
about anxiety,' ofwhich most neurotics complain, which they
themselves describe as their worst suffering and which does in
fact attain enormous intensity in them and may result in their
adopting the qaziest measures. But there at least I had no
intention of giving you short measure. On the contrary, it was

my intention to attack the problem of anxiery in neurotics
particularly keenly and to discuss it at length with you.

I have no need to introduce anxiery itself to you. Every one
ofus has experienced that sensation, or, to speak more correctln
that affective state, at one time or other on onr own account.
But I think the question has never been seriously enough raised

ofwhy neurotics in particular suffer &om anxiery so much more
and so much more strongly than other people. Perhaps it has

been regarded as something self-evident : the word s'neruiis' and
'ingstlich'r arecommonly used interctrangeably, as though th.y

r. [Frand's fint major discussion of this nrbject was in a PaPer on
anxiety neurosis (r895b) and his last in Inhibitions, Symptoms anil Anxiety
(rgz6d). Although, as he inficates in his Preface (p. f S f, above), the
present lecture was his most complete treatrnent of the problem of
anxiety at the time of its delivery, his views were later revised in some
important respects. For a statemerrt of his 6nal position, se€ Lecture 3z
of his New Introiluctory l*ctures (tgf fa)J

z.l'Angst.'Though 'anxiety', in a sense quite different from the
colloquid one, is the technical translation, we often furd it necessary to
render it by such words as 'fear', b"itg 'frightened' or 'afraid', and
so on.]

3. [These words are by no means equivdent to the colloquial English
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meant the samething. But we have no right to do so: thEre are
'iingstlich'4.opl. *ho are otherwir" oo't at all ,neruiis, 

and,
moreovet,'fierulis' people who suffer from many symptoms,
nTgog which a tende.nry to,Angst, is not included.

However that may be, there iing quesrion that the problem
of anxiery is a nodal point at which the most various and
important questions converge, a riddle whose solution *or'rlJ
be bound to drow a flool of lighr on our whole *.rr"l
existence. I will not asserr that I can give you this 

"o*pt.*solution; .byt you will certainty 
"*iect isycho"ndyri, ro

approach this subjec roo in quite a differen, *ry from academic
medicine. lnterest there t."* mainly to be 

".ntred "r;;-c-in!the anatomical paths Cong which the state ofanxiery is Uroojfri
about. 'VZe are told that the medulla oblongata is sti*ohfid,
and the patienr learns that he is suffering fr"i a neurosis of the
vlgus nerve. The medulla oblongata is. r"ry serious and lovely
gbject. I remember quite clearly-how -,r"h time and troublei
devoted to its srudy many y""i, ago. Today, however, f must
remark that I know nothing ttrat coUa b" ofl"r, interesr to me
Ib: fi. pychologi{ undeistanding of anxiery than a lcnow_
ledge of the pathtf the nerves alonfwhich its 

"*lit"tio* pass.

- It ispossible at the start ro work upo-n the subject ofanxiety
folquitg a time without thinking at;[ ofo"*o'tic srares. you
will understand me at once whenl describe this kind 

"f"o*i.ryas'realistic' anxiety in contrast to .neurotic' 
anxiety. Realistil

anxiety strikes g: .: *T:rhi"g very rational and intelligible.'We may fl of it that it is a reacrion to the perception"of an
external danger - that is, of an injuqy which is expected and
foreseen. It is connected with A" q,SUt refex *d i, ;y b;
regarded as a manifestation ofthe selGlreservative instinct. On
what occasions anxiery appears - thaiis ro say, in the face of

'nervous' and 'anxious'.'Ncru6s, might be rendeted by .nerlry, or
Jumpy'-and'iingstlich' by 'nenrotrs, fr its colloquial sense. .Anxious,
in its ordinary usage is more like the Germao ,biktimmet, 

or,besorgt;.1
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what objects and in what situations - will ofcourse depend to a
large extent on the state of a person's knowledge and on his
sense of power uirt-vis the external world. We can quite
understand how a savage is afraid of a cannon and frightened
by an eclipse of the sun, while a white man, who knows how
to handle the instrument and can foretell the eclipse, remains
without anxiery in tihese circumstances. On other occasions it is
actually superior knowledge that promotes anxiety, because it
makes an early recognition of the danger possible. Thus the
savage will be terrified at a trail in the jungle that tells an
uninformed person nothing, because it warns him of the
proximiry ofa wild animal; and an experienced sailor will look
with terror at a small cloud in the rky th"t seerns trivial to a
passenger, because it tells him of an approaching hurricane.

On further consideration we must tell ourselves that our
judgement that realistic anxiety is rational and expedient calls
for drastic revision. For the only expedient behaviour when a
danger threatens would be a cool estimate of one's own
strength in comparison with the magnitude of the threat and,
on the basis of tlrat, a decision as to whether fight or defence,
or posibly evin attack, offers the best prospectof a successful

issue. But in this situation there is no place at all for anxiety;
everything that happens would be achieved jtrst as well and
probably better ifno anxiety were generated. And you can se€,

indeed, that if the an:riety is excessively great it proves in the
highest degree inexpedient; it paralyses dl action, including
even fight. Usually the reaction to danger consists in a mixture
of the affect ofanxiery and defensive action. A terrified animal
is afraid and fees; but the expedient part of this is the'flight'
and not the'being afraid'.

Thus one feels tempted to assert that the generation of
anxiety is never an expedient thing. It may perhaps help us to
see more clearly if we dissect the situation of anxiery more
carefully. The fint thing about itis preparedness for the danger,
which manifests itselfin increased sensory attention and motor
tension. This exlrectant preparedness can be unhesitatingly
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recogurlej as an advantage; indeed, its absence may be made
responsible for serious consequences. From it there then pro-
ceeds on the one hand motor action- fight in the first instince
and at a higher level acdve defence - *a on the other hand
what we Gel as a state ofanxiery. The more the generation of
anxiery is limited to a mere abortive beginning --to a signal, _
the more will the preparednes for 

"i*i.ry?ansforri itself
without disturbance inio action and the more expedient will
be the shapg takel by the whole course ofevents. iccordin$[
\" lnporedness for anxiety seems to me to be th. 

"*p.di""oielement in what we call anxiety, and theg enerationof ,"*iery
the inexpedient one.

I shall avoid going more closely into the question ofwhether
our linguistic usage m€ans the same thing oi something clearly

9jft.r.* ly -'-aW [an:rietyJ', 'Furchl If*4' and 
-,Schreik

ffrighll'. I will only say that irhink 'Angst, r.irt , to the srate
and disregards the object, while 'Fuicht, draws a*ention
precisely to the object. It seems that 'Sc& reck,, on the other
hand, does have a spe"i"l sense; it lays emphasis, ,1r", is, on the
effect produced by a danger yhicJr ii not mer by any prepared-
nes for- 

""*i:ry: W1 ,ryglr oy, therefore,- that a person
protects himself from fright by anxiery.

A certain ambiguity and indefiniteness in the use ofthe word
'Angst' will not hlve escaped you. By 'anxiety, we usually
understand the subjective srate into which wt 

"r" pot by
perceiving the'generation ofanxiety'and we call this ai 

"ffect.And what is an affea in the dynamic sense? It is in any case
something higlrly composite. An atrect includes in the first
place pl5ticular moror innervations or discharges and secondly
certain feelings; tle latter are of nvo kinds - pirceptions of thl
motor actions that have occurred and the dir"a feelings of
pleasure and unpleasure which, as we say, give the affelt its

r. [This notion of anxiety serving as a .signal' (which appears again
below on p. 453) was to play a centrd part in Frzud's latericcounts of
anxiety, n Inhibitions, Symptoms and .inxiety (rgz6e and in the Nery
Introiluctory ltctures $gEla), p. rr7 f,]
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anxiety was thus a toxic one. The name 'Angst' -'angustiae',
' Enge" - emphasizes the characteristic ofrestriction in breathing
which was then present as a consequence of the real situation
and is now almost invariably reinstated in the affect. 'We shall
also reco gnize it as highly relevant that this first state of
anxiery arose out of separarion from the mother. [See pp.
4j5-6.1 It is, of course, our conviction that the disposition to
repeat the first state of anxiety has been so tihorouglrly incor-
porated into the organism through a coundess series of
generatiorx that a single individual cannot escape the affect of
anxiery even i(, like the legend.ry Macduff, he 'was from his
mother's womb untimely ripped', and has therefore not
himself experienced the act of birth. 'We cannor say what has
become the prototype of the state of anxiery in the case of
creatures other than mammals. And in the same vray we do not
know either what complex of feelings is in such crearures the
equivalent to our anxiery.

It may perhaps interest you to learn how anyone could have
formed such an idea as that the act of birth is the source and
prototype of the affect ofanxiery. Speculation had a very smdl
share in it; what I did, rather, was to borrow &om the naive
popular mind. Lrg years ago, while I was sitting with a
number of other young hospital doctors ar our mid-day meal
in an inn, a house physician from the midwifery department
told us ofa comic thing that had happened at the last examina-
tion for midwives. A candidate was asked what it meanq if
meconium (excreta) made its appearance at birth in the warer
coming awa/r and she promptly replied: 'it means the child's
frightened.' She was laughcd at and 6iled in the examinatioru
But silently I took her side and began ro suspect that this poor
woman from the humbler classes had laid an turerring frnger on
an important correlation.

r. [These Latin and German words, meaning'nanrowplacc','straits',
are from the same root as 'Angst'(and 'anxiety').I

z. [Shakespare, Macbeth, A* V, Scene 7.]
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keynote. But I do not think that with this enumeradon we have

.rri.r.d at the essence of an affect. We seem to see deeper i" S:
or. of ,ome affects and to recognize that the core whicJr holds

the combination we have descrif,ed together is the repetidon of
;;; ;.tticular significant experien.i. thit experience could

only b. 
" 
r.ty 

"atl} 
impression 9f" Y"ry-g*.t1"ature,-placed

i" th" pt"hitiory oot of the individual but of the species'. To

*"t 
" 

iryt lf *ot" intelligible - an affective state would be

"o*r*oed 
in the same *"y 

"t 
a hpterical attack and,-like it'

*"Ja be the precipitate of a reminiscence' A hpterical atmck

-ny th* be likened to a freshly constructed individual affect'

*i^normal affect to the expression of a generd hysteria whic'h

has become a heritage.r
Do not suPPose t}'.t th" things I have said to you here about

affects .r. th" t.cognized stock-in-trade ofnormal psyc'hology-

ih, 
";"on 

the .Jrrtr"ty views that h-ave gI"E-:P on the soil

of prychoanalpis and 
"re 

native only-to-it' Wlnt you may

grril.t aboot uffects fr om psychology - theJames-.Langg theory

io, .*r*ple - is quite beyond understanding or discusion to us

pty"ho*"lpts. iut we'do oot regard our knowledge about

lf.* .r r"ty assured either; it is a first attemptat finding-oor

bearings in tiris obscure region. J wr[progeed, however' 'We

betevJthat in the case of Jre affect of anxiety we know what

the early impression is which it repeats. W3 believe that it is
io th. * o7 Ulrrh that there .o-i about the combination of
unpleasur"6l. f."liogs, impulses of &scharge and bo{f s€rsr-

ti"irs which has beco"me the prototyPe of the effects ofa mortd

J*g., and has ever since 6..o rep-eated.t * as the state of
ti"ty. The immense increase gf g-{ation oyt*g-to.thg
i"t i iption ofthe renovation ofthe blood (internal respiration)

was at iU. ti-. the cause of the experience ofan:riety; the first

r. [This account of hysterical attacls had been suggested by Freud in

" 
p"p"t on that subjea-many lears earlier (r9o9a)' The view of affects

ilgL"d which is exprased here may !-ossibly lc bised on Darwin's

arilanation of them asrelio of actions which originally had a meaning

(Darwin, r87z).]
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three groups. Some of the dreaded objects and situations have
something uncanny about them for normal people as well, some
relation to danger; and such phobias, therefore, do not strike
us as unintelligible, though their strength is greatly exaggerated.
Thus most of us have a sense of repulsion if we meet with a
snake. Snake phobia, we might say, is a universal human
characteristic; and DarwrnltSTz,4o] has described most im-
pressively how he could not avoid feeling fear of a snake that
struck at him, even though he knew that he was protected from
it by a thick sheet ofglass. 'We mai refer to a second group the
cases in which a relation to a danger is still present, though we
are accustomed to minirnizethedanger and not to anticipate it.
The majoriry of situation phobias belong to this group. '\Me

know that there is more chance of an accident when we are

on a railway-journey than when we stay at home - the chance
of a collision; we know, too, that a ship may go down, in
which case there is a probability of being drowned; but we do
not think about tfiese dangers, and travel by rail and ship
without anxiery. It cannot be disputed that we should fall into
the river ifthe bridge collapsed at the moment we were crossing
it; but thathappens so exceedingly seldom that it doesnot arise

as a danger. Solitude, too, has its dangers and in certain circum-
stances we avoid it; but there is no question of our not being
able to tolerate it under any condition even for a moment.
Much the same is true ofcrowds, ofenclosed spaces, of thunder-
storms and so on. \Vhat in general appears to us strange in these

phobias of neurotics is not so much their content as their
intensity. The anxiery of phobias i6 positively oyerwhelming.
And sometimes we get an impression that what neurotics are

afraid of are not at all the same things and siruations whiclr
may in certain circumstances cause anxiery in us too and which
th"y describe by the same names.

'We are left with a third group of phobias, which is quite
beyond our comprehension. When a strong, grown-up man is

urable owing to anxiety to walk along a street or cross a square
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Ifwenow pass over to consider neurotic anxiery, what fresh

forms and situations are manifested by anxiety in neurotics?
There is much to be described here. tn the first place we find
a general apprehensiveness, a kind of freely foating anxiery
which is ready to attach itself to any idea that is in any way
suitable, which infuences judgement, selects what is to be

expected, and lies in wait for any opportunity that will allow
it to justify itself We call this state 'expectant anxiery' or
'anxious expectation'. People who are tormented by this kind
of anxiety always foresee the most frightful of all possibilities,
interpret everychance event as a premonition ofevil and exploit
every uncertainty in a bad sense. A tendency to an exPectation
of evil of this sort is to be found as a character trait in many
people whonn one callnot otherwise regard as sick; one calls

them over-anxious or pessimistic. A striking amount ofexpec-
tant anxiefy, however, forrns a regular fearure of a nervous
disorder to which I have given the name of 'anxiery neurosis'
and which I iriclude among the'actual' neuroses.'

A second form of anxiery, in contrast to the one I have just
described, is bound psychic.lly' and attached to particular
objects or situations. This is the anxiery of the extremely multi-
farious and often very strange 'phobias'. Stanley Hall [rgla],
the respected American psychologist, has recently taken the
rouble to present us with a whole series of these phobias in all
the magni{icence of Greek names. This sounds like a list of the
ten Plagues of Egypt, though their number goes far beyond
ten.t Listen to all the things that can become the object or
content of a phobia: darkness, open air, open spaces, cats,

spiders, caterpillars, snakes, mice, thunderstorms, sharp points,
blood, enclosed spaces, crowds, solitude, crossing bridges, sea

voyages and railwayjourneys, etc., etc. A frst attempt at find-
ing one's way about in this confusion suggests a division into

r. [Cf. Freud's original account of the anxiery neurosis (t8950).]
a. [Instead of being freely floating.]
3. [Actually, Stanley FIdl enumerates r32 of them.J

I

L
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them as a disorder closely related to the familiar conversion
hysteria, [p.+lgl.

The third of the forms ofneurotic anxiery faces us with the
pazzling fact that here the connection between anxiety and a
threatening danger is completely lost to view. For instancq
anxiety may appear in hpteria as an accompaniment to
hysterical symptoms, or in some chance condidon ofexcitement
in which, it is true, we should expect some manifestation of
affect but least ofall one ofanxiery; or it may make its appear-
ance, divorced &om any deter*io*m ,nd .qodly incompre-
hensible to us and to the patient, as an unrelated attack of
anxiety. Here there is no sign whatever ofany danger or ofany
cause that could be exaggerated into one. 'W'e next learn &om
these spohtaneous attacks that the complex which we describe
as a state of arrxiety is capable of fragmentation. The total
attack can be represented by a single, intensely developed
symptom, by, tremor, a vertigo, by palpiation of the heart, or
by dyspnoea; and the generd feeling by which'we recognize
anxiety may be absent or have become indistina. Yet these
condidons, which we describe as 'anxiery-equivalents', have
to be equated with an:riety in all clinical and aetiological
resPects.

Two questions now arise. Can we relate neurotic anxiety, in
which danger plays little or no parr, to realistic anxiery, which
is invariably a readion to danger? Andhow are we to under-
stand neurotic anxiety?'We shall certainly be inclined in the
first instance to hold fast to our e{pectation that where there is
anxiety there must be something that one is afraid of,

Clinical observation affords us a number of hints towards
understanding neurotic anxiety, and I will give you their renor:

(a) It is not difficult to establish the fact that expecranr
anxiety or general apprehensiveness is closely dependent on
certain happenings in sexual life, or,let us say, certain employ-

r. [Freud's first long discussion of anxiety hysteria was in the case

history of 'Little llans' (rgogb)J
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in his own familiar home town' when a healthn well-
developed woman is thrown into insensate anxiery because a

cat has brushed against the edge ofher &ess or because a mouse

has run across the room, how are we to relate these things to the

danger which they obviouslyconstitute for the phobic subject?

I" ti" case of such animal phobias there can be no question of
an exaggeration of universal human antipathies, since, as

though-ti demonstrate the contrary, there are num€rous people

who cannot pass by 
^ 

cat without coaxing iq and strokingit.
The mout" th"t these women are so much afraid of is also [in
German] one of the chief terms of affection; a girl who is
delightei when her lover calls her one will often scream with
terror when she sees the pretry creature which bears that name.

In the case of the man with agoraphobia the qnly explanation

that we can reach is that he is behaving like a small child. A
child is actually taught as Part of his education to avoid such

situations as &ngerous; and otu agoraphobic will in fact be

saved from his-an:ciety f we accomPany him acros the

square.-The 
two forms of an:<iety that I have just described - the

&eelyfoating expectant anxiery and the sortwhictr isboundto
phobias - "t" 

independent of eac,h other. One is not a higher

it g., as it were, of th" other; and they onl- y aPPear simultan-

"oitly 
in exceptional cases and, so to speak, accidentally- Th9

most powerfulgeneral apprehensiveness need not be expressed

in phobias; people whose whole existence is restricted by
agoraphobia may be entirely free from PtryiT"tic expectent

.i*i"ty. Some phobias- for instance, agoraphobia and railway
phobii - are d"*onsttably acquired at a faitly rurfiue age'

*t it" others - such as fear of darkness, thtrnderstorms and

animals - seem to have been Present from the frst. Those of the

former ldnd have the significance of severe illnesses; the lamer

make their appearance rather as eccexrtricities or whims. If a

person exhibits one of these latter, one may susPect as a rule

ihat h" will have other similar ones. I must add that we class

dl these phobias * anxiety hystuia; that is to say' we regard
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ments of the libido. The simplest and most instnrctive case of
this sort occurs in people who expose themselves to what is
known as unconsummated excitation - that is, people in whom
violent sexual excitations meet with no sufrcient dischuge,
cannot be brought to a satis&ing conclusion- men, for instance,

while they are engaged to be married, and women whose
husbands are insufficiendy potent otr, as a precaution, perform
the sexual act in an incomplete or curtailed 6shion. In suc.h

circumstances the libidinal excitation vanishes and anxiery
appears in its place whether in the form of e4pectant aixiety
or in attacks and an:riety-equivalents. Interruption ofthe sexual
act as a precaution, if it is practised as a sexud rfigime, is su& a
regular cause ofanxiety neurosis in men, but more particularly
in women, that in medical practice it is advisable in such c:rsqt
to begin by investigating this aetiology. It will then be found
on countless occasions that the an:riety neurosis disappears
when the se:nral abuse is discontinued.

The fact ofthere being a conaectionbetweense:nral restraint
and anxiety states is, so far as I know, no longer disputed even
by physicians who have no contact with psychoanalpis. But
I can well believe that an attempt is made to reverse the
relation and to put forward the view that the people concerned
are such as are already inclined to apprehensiveness and for
that reason practise restraint in senral maffers as well. This,
however, is decisively contradicted by the behaviotrr ofwomen,
whose sexual activity is essentially ofa pasive nature - is deter-
mined, that is to say, by their treatrrent by the run The more
passionate a woruur is - the more inclined, therefore, to sextral
intercourse and the more capable of being satided - the more
certain she is to react with manifestations of anxiety to a man's
impotence or to coitus intemrptus, whereas in the case of
anaesthetic women or those without mu& libido such ill-
treatment plays efar smaller part

Of course, the sexual abstinence now so warmly r€corr-
mended by doctors onlyhas the same importance ingenerating
auiery states when the libido whic.h is prevented fromfrnding
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a satis$/ing di{*ge is correspondingly strong and has not
been dealt with for the greaterpart by *Utir*tiJn.Indeed, the
decision on whether thi oot"o-. is io be illnes or nor always

lio *iS quantitative 6ctors. Even where what is in question
is not illness but the form assumed by 

" 
person,s charicter, it

is easy to recognize that sexual restriction goes hand in hand
with some kind ofanxiousnes and hesitanry, while intrepidiry
a1d imp-udent daring bring along with them a free indulience
ofsexud needs. However much these relations are alterei and
complicated by a variery of culrural influences, it nevertheless
remains tnre ofthe average ofmankind that anxieryhas a close
connection with sexual limitation.

I am far from having told you of all the observations that
speak in favour of the genedcrelation I have asserted to exist
benreen libido and anxiety. Among them, for instance, is the
infuence on anxiety disorders ofcerainphases oflife to whictu

"f 
h *: case ofpubory and the time ofthe menopause, a cont

sioerable increase in the production oflibido may be attributed.
In some shtes of excitement, too, it is posible to observe
directly a mixture of libido and anxiety *a O" fi"al replace-
ment of libido by gryery. The impression one gains from dl
these 6cts is nnofold:6rst, that-what is in q-ootioo is an
accumulation of libido which is kept eway from its normal
eqrployment, md secondln that heie we are entirely in the
sphere of somatic process$. How anxiety arises from iibido L
not at 6rst discenrible; we can only recognize that libido is
absent and that anxiety is observed in its place.

(r) A second pointer is to be found in the analpis of the
pqy&oneuroses, and especidly of hpteria. We have seen that
in this illness anxiery oft-en appears in company wirh the symp.
toms, but that trnbound aruriety appears, too, manifestedas in
attack or as a chronic condition. fEe patients cannot say what
it is they are afraid o{, and, by the [elp of an unmisialcable
secondary revision [p. z r 6], Iink it to the first phobias rhar come
to hand - such as dying, going mad, or having a stroke. If the
situation out of whi& the an:riery (or the qrmproms trccorrr-
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panied by anxiery) arose is subjected to analysis, we can as a

rule discover what normal course of psychical-events has 6iled
to occur and has been replaced by phenomena of anxiery. To
express it in another way: we construct the unconscious process

as it would have been if it had not experienced any repression
and had proceeded unhindered into consciousness. [Pp. 334-i.]
This process would have been accompanicd by a particular
affect, and we now learn to our surprise that this affect accom-
panying the normal course of events is invariably replaced by
anxiery after repression has occurred, no matter what its own
quality may be. Thus, when we have a hysterical anxiery-state
before us, its unconscious correlate may be an impulse of a
similar character - anxiery, shame, embarrassment - or, just as

easily, a positive libidinal excitation or a hostile aggressive one,
such as rage or anger. Anxiery is therefore the universally
current coinage for which any affective impulse is or can be
exchanged if the idiational content attached to it is subjected
to repression.t

(c) We make a third discovery when we come to patients
suffering from obsessional actions, who seem in a remarkable
way exempt from anxiery. Ifwe try to hinder their carrying out
of their obsessional action - their washing or their ceremonial -
or ifthey themselves venture upon an attempt to give up one of
their compulsions, they are forced by the most terrible anxiery
to yield to the compulsion. 'We can see that the anxiery was
screened by the obsessional action, and that the latter was only
performed in order to avoid the anxiery. In an obsessional

neurosis, therefore, anxiery which would otherwise inevitably
set in is replaced by the formation of a symptom, and if we
turn to hysteria we find a similar relation: the result of the
process of repression is either a generating ofanxiery pure and
simple, or anxiery accompanied by the formation of a symp-
tom, or a more complete formation of a symptom without
anxiery. It would thus seem not to be wrong in an abstract

r. [See a discussion beginning about the middle of Freud's paper on
'Repression' (r9r5d); P.F.L., rr, r5z ff.]
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sense to asseft that in generf symptoms are only formed to
escape an otherwise unavoidable ginerating of anxiery. If we
adopt this view, T*i.ry isplaced,is it *.r{in the very cenrre
of our interesr in the pioblirns of neurosis.

Our observadons on anxiery neurosis led us to conclude that
the deflection ofthe libido from its normal employment, which
causes the develop_ment ofanxiery, takes p1".. io the,.gi"" "isomatic processes [p. +SrJ. Andyses ofhyiteria and obr."rrionJ
neurosis yield the additional conclusion tLat a similar defectioi
with the same outcome may also be the result of a refus.l oi
the part of the psychical agencies. This much, therefore, ;;
lrnow about the origin ofniurotic anxiery. lt stifl sounds Aiiry
indefinite; but for the moment I see no p.th that would lead
us further. The second problem we set o,ris.lrres _ ofestablish-
ing a connecrion benreen neuroric anxiery, which is libidolut
to an abnormal employment, and realistic anxiery, which
corresponds to a reaction to danger - seerrs even harder to
solve. One-might suppose that thJse wgrg rwo quite disparate
things; and yet we hir" no means of disdngoirhirg il;
feelings- berween realistic anxiery and neurod;nxieri.

We finally arrive at rhe connecion we are in ,.rich oq if
we take as our shrting-point the opposition we have so often
asserted bennreen the ego and the tiUiao. As we k o*, th"
generation of 

"Tr."? i: t!. ego's reacion to dange, "ri ,h"
signal for.talcing fight. [Cf. p. ul.l lfso, it seems[l.,"iblri'o
suppose that in neuroric 1n*i.ry the ego is matrcing a similar
attempr at flight from the demand by its libido, that it is treatine
this internal danger as though it were an exrern"t 

""". 
iiE

would therefore ryfiI o* i*p.cation [p. 471gl thar where*T.ty is shown there is sometihing one i .fr"ii of But the
analogy could be carrii:d further. Jist as the attempt at fight
from an exrernd danger is replacC-d by standing fir; 

"od 
lhe

adoption of expedi.ni mersures of defence, so tio th" g.;;
tion of neurodc anxiety gives place to the formation of
symptoms, which results in the anxiery being bound.
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children who exhibit a special timidiry towards objects and in
situations of every kind nrrn out later to be neurotic. Thus the
ueurotic disposition betraln itself also by an outspoken terr
dency to realistic anxiery; apprehensivenes 

"ppais 
to be the

pli3"ry thing and we reach the conclusion thai the reason why
children and, Iater, growing youths and girls are a&aid of thl
height of their libido is because in fact tJrey are afraid of
everytling. The genesis of aruriery from libido would in this
way be denied; and if one examined into the determinants of
realistic anxiety, consisrenry would lead one to the view that
corxcioumess of one's owrl weakness and helplessness - infer-

lority, y991ding to Adler's terminology, - ifi t ian be prolonged
&om childhood into adult life, is the finat basis of niuroresl

This sounds so simple and seductive that it has a claim on
our attention. It is true that it would involve a displacement of
the riildle of the neurotic srare. The continued existence of the
sense of inferioriry - *d th,rs, of what determines anxiety and
the formation of symptorns - seerns so well assured that what
calll fbr an explanation is rather how, as an exception, what
we know as health can come about. But what is rJvealed by a
careful examination of apprehensiveness in children? At the
v€ry legmnlng, what cJrildren are afraid of is strange people3
situatioas only le9ome important because th.y incluJe p.opl",
and impersonal things do not come into account at dl ,-til
Iater. But a child is not a&aid of these strange$ because he
attributes evil intentions to them and comp"r.s tis weakness
with their strengt{, and accordingly.oor.r them as dangers
to his exisrence, safery and &eedom from pain A child wh-o is
mistnrstful in this way and terified of thi aggresive instinct
which dominates the world is a theorerical constroaioo that has
guite miscaried. A child is &ightened ofa srange 6ce because
h: ir adj-uste{-to the sight of a fimiliar and beLved figure -
ultimately of his mother. It is his disappointment and lJnging
that are transformed into anxiery - [i fibido, in fac, *Iri.f,
has become unemployable, whicl cannor at that time be held
in suspense and is dis&arged as anxiety. And it can scarcely
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The dilf,culry in understandiog now lies elsewhere. The
an:riety which signifies a fight ofthe ego from its libido is after

dl supposed to be derived from thatlibido itself, This is obscure

and ii ieminds us not to forget that after all a person's libido is
fundamentally something ofhis and car-rnot be contrasted with
him as something 

"*tetnil. 
It is the topographical dynamics of

generation of anxiery which are still obscure to us - the

question of what mentd energies are produc.i i" that process

and from what mentd systems th"y derive. This is once more
a question whictr I cannot promise to answer: but there are

trnt other tracks whictr we must not fail to follow and in doing
so we shall once more be making use of direct observation and

analytic inqury as a help to our speculations. We will ttrn to
the genesis of anxiety in clil&en and to the source of the

neurotic anxiery which is attached to phobias.

Apprehensivenes in children is somethiog very usud, and it
see*s most dificult to distinguish whether it is neurotic or
rcalistic anxiety. Indeed the value of making the distinction is

put in question by the behaviour of clil&en. For on the one

Land wi 
"te 

not surprised ifa child is frightened ofall strangers,

or ofnew sinrations and things; and we account for this reaction

very easily as being due to his weakness and ignorance. Thus

we attribute to chil&en a strong inclination to realistic anxiety
and we should regard it as quite an expe&ent arrangement if
this apprelensiveness were an innate heritage in them. Children
would merely be repeating in this the beJraviour of prehistoric
men and of modern primitive peoples who as a result of their
ignorance and helpl.smeo are afraid 9f every novelry and of
many familiar things which no longer qluse us any anxiety
today. And it would fit in perfectly with our exPectation if
c,hil&en's phobias, in part at least, were the same as those which
we uny atribot" to the primaeval periods ofhuman develop
ment.

On the other hand we cannot overlook the 6a that not dl
ctrildren are anxious to the same degree, and that precisely

I
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education; for they cannot be allowed to make the instnraive
experiences themselves.

I{, then, there are childreu who come some way to meet this
education in anxiety, md who go on to find dangers themselves
tlat they have not been wanred against, this is sufficiently
explained by the fact that they have a greater amount ofinnate
libidinal need in their constitution or have been prematurely
spoiled by libidinal satisfaction. It is not to be wood"ted at if
such children include, too, the later neruotics: as we know,
what most facilitates the development of a neurosis is an
incapacity to tolerate a considerable damming-up oflibido over
any great length of time. You will observe that here once more
the constitutional factor comes into its righs - and these,
indeed, we have never sought to dispute. We are only on our
guard against those who in its favour neglect all other claims,
and who introduce the constitutional6ctor at points at which
the combined results of observation and analysis show that it
does not belong or must take the last place

Let me sum up what we have learnt from our observations
of the apprehensiveness of children Infintile an:riety has very
Iittle to do with realistic anxiery but, on the other hand, is
closely related to the neurotic anxiety of adults. Like the latter,
it is derived from unemployed libido and it replaco the missing
loveobject by an external object or by a situation.

You will be glad to hear that the analpis ofphobias has not
mu& more that is new to teach us. For the same thiog happens
with them as with children's anxiety: trnemployable libido is

being constantly transformed into an apparently realistic
anxiery and thus a tiny external danger is introduced to repre-
seff tfie claims of the libido. There is nothing to be wondered
at in this agreement penreen phobias and children's anxiery],
for the infantile phobias are not only the prototype of the later
ones which we class as 'an:riery hysteria' but are actually their
precondition and the prelude to them. Every hpterical phobia
goes back to an infantile anxiety and is a continuation of it,
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be a mamer of cirance, either, that in this situation whic'h is

the prototype ofthe anxiety of children there is a repetition of
th"'d"t"rorir"ot of the firit st"te of anxiety during the act of
bifth - namely, seParation from the mother''

In c,hildr"o,h" drst phobias relating to situations are those of
darkness and solitudi. The former of these often persists

tluoughout life; both are involved when a c'hild feels the

abr"nJe of some loved Person who loola after it - its mother,

that is to say. While I w-as in the next room, I heard a child who

was a&aid tf th" dark call out:'Do speak to me' Auntie! I'm
frightened!' ''Why, what g9"q would that do? You can't see

-J.' To this the 
-child 

t.pli"dt 'If someone speaks, it gets

lighter.'Thus alongingfelt in the dark' is transformed into afem

oi,h" dark. Fa: fromlts being the case that neurotic anxiety is

only secondary and a special case ofrealistic anxiery,-we see on

th.iootr.ty ,f,.t in a imall child something that behaves lik'e

realistic an:riety shares its essential feature - origin e:T.""-
employed libido - with neurotic an:riety. Innately, children

*.rrr io h"r" little true realistic an:riety. In all the situations

whic,h can later become determinants of phobias (on heights,

oo ,.oo* bridges over water' on railwry jooP"lo, on ships)

c.hil&en orhibiino anxiety; and, to be sure, the greater their

igrrot*"e the less their T*i.ry. It would have beel a very good

t[i"g if they had inherited more of such life-preserying^

i*tii.t , for'that would have gready facilitated the task of
watching over them to prevent their rturning into one danger

after 
"oJth"t. 

The fact is th"t children, to begin with, over-

estimate their strength and behave fearlessly because- they are

ignorant ofdangert. Th.y *ill ry" al9$ the brink ofthe water,

cTi*b on to tt 
""*i"aour-sill, 

play witbsharp objects and wit!
6re- in short, do everything thatis bound todamage them-and
to worry those in charge of th.-. When in the end realistic

an:riety is awakened ii them, that is wholly the result of

r. [The importance of separation from the mother as a factor in the

origin of an*iety (also nrggisted above, P' 445) was djscussed at greater

tenlrth in ChapierVIII ollrfiibitions, Symptoms anilAnxiety (rgz6d)'l
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even ifit has a different content and must thus be given another

name. The difference benyeen the t'wo disorders lies in their
mechanism. In order that libido shall bb changed into anxiety,
it no longer suflices in the case of adults for the libido to have

become momentarily unemployable in the form of a longing.
Adults have long since learnt how to hold such libido in sus-

pense or to employ it in some other way. Ie, however, the libido
belongs to a psychical impulse which has been subjected to
repression, then circumstances are rffistablished similar to those

in the case of a child in whom there is still no distinction
between conscious and unconscious; and by means ofregression

to the infantile phobia a passage is opened, as it were, through
which the transformation oflibido into anxief,y can be comfort-
ably accomplished.

As you will recall, we have dealt with repression at great

length [in Lecture r9], but in doing so we have always followed
the viciisitudes only ofthe idea that is to be repressed - naturalln
since this was easier to recognizeanddescribe.'Wehave always
left on one side the question ofwhat happens to the affect that
was attached to the repressed idea; and it is only now that we
learn [p. +srJ that the immediate vicissitude of that affect is to
be transformed into anxiety, whatever quality it may have

exhibited apart &om this in the normd course of events. This
Eansformation ofaffect is, however, by far the more important
part ofthe process ofrepression. It is not so easy to speak ofthis,
iince we cannot assert the existence of unconscious affects in
the same sense as that of unconscious ideas.t An idea remains
the same, except for the one difference, whether it is conscious

or unconscious; we can state what it is that corresPonds to an

unconscious idea. But an affect is a process of discharge and

must bejudged quite differently from an idea; what corresponds

to it in the unconscious cannot be declared without deePer

refection and a clarification of our hypotheses about psychicd

r. [For more information on what follows, see the beginning of the
third section of the metapsychologicd paper on 'The tJnconscious'
(r9r5e) and Chapter II of The Ego oil the lil (tgzf&)J
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processes. And that we cannot undertalse here. 'We will, how-
ever, emphasize the impression we have now gained that the
generation of anxiefy is intimately linked to the system of the
unconscious.

I have said that ffansformation into anxiety - it would be
bemer to say discharge in the form ofanxiety- is the immediate
vicissitude oflibido which is subjected to repression. I must add
that that vicissitude is not the only or the definitive one. In the
neuroses processes are in action which endeavour to bind this
generating of anxiery and which even succeed in doing so in
various ways. In phobias, for instance, nvo phases of the
neurotic process can be clearly distinguished. The first is con-
cerned with repression and the changing oflibido into anxiery
which is then bound to an external danger. The second consists

in the erection of all the precautions and guarantees by means

of which any contact can be avoided with this danger, treated
as it is like an external thing" Repression corresponds to an
attempt at flight by the egofromlibido which is felt as a danger.
A phobia may be compared to an entrenchment against an
external danger which now represents the dreaded libido. The
weakness of the defensive system in phobias lies, of course, in
the fact that the fortress which has been so greatly strengthened
towards the outside remains assailable from within. A projec-
tion outwards of the danger of libido can never succeed

thoroughly.r For that reason, in other neuroses other systems of
defence are in use against tihe possible generation of anxiety.
That is a most interesting part ofthe psychology ofthe neuroses;
but unluckily it would lead us too far and it presupposes e
deeper specialized knowledge. I will onlyaddone thing more.
tr hanre already spoken to you [p. +o6J of the 'anticathexis'
which is employed by the ego in the process of repression and
which must be permanently maintained in order that the
repression may have stabiliry. This anticathexis has the task of

r. [More technical accounts of the stnrcture of phobias will be found
tovrards the end of 'Repression' (r9r5d) *d in Section [V of 'The
tr"Jnconscious ' (r 91 5e).1

1
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carrying through the various forms of defence against the
generating of anxiety after repression

Let us return to the phobias. I can safely say that you now
see how inadequate it is merely to seelc to explain their content,
to take no interest in anything but how it comes about that this
or that object or some particular siruation or other has been
made into the object of the phobia. The content of a phobia
has just about as much importance in relation to it as the
manifest fagade ofa dreamhas in relation to the dream.It mtst
be admitted, subject to the necessary qualifications, that among
the contents of phobias there are a number which, as Stanley
Hall [r9r4, se€ p. 4461insists, are adapted to serve as objects
ofan:riety owing to phylogenetic inheritance. It tallies with this,
indeed, that many of these anxiery-objects can only establish
their connection with &nger by a symbolic tie.

'We thus find ourselves convinced that the problem ofanxiety
occupies a place in the question of the psychology of the
neuroses which may righdy be described as central. \[/e have
received a strong impression ofthe way in which the generation
of anxiety is linked to the vicissitudes of the libido and the
system of the unconscious. There is only a single point that we
have found disconnected - a gap in otr views: the single, yet
rcarcely disputable,fact that realisdc an:riety must be regarded
as a manifestation of the ego's self-preservative instincts.r

r. [This dimcdty is met at the end of the nert lecture p. +8oflJ

LECTURB 26

THE LIBIDO THEORY AND
NARCISSISM

Laprss aND GaNrrsMBN, -'We have repeatedly (and only
recently once again [p. lgSD had to deal with the distinction
berreen the ego-instincts and the sexual instincts. In the first
place, represion showed us that the rnro c:ln come into opposi-
tion to each other, that the se>nral instincts are then ostensibly
subdued and are obliged to find satis6ction for themselves along
regressive and roundabout parhs, md that in doi"g so they arl
able to find compensation for their defeat in their indomita-
biliry. 'W'e next leanrt that the nro kinds of instincts are &om
the first dirfferently related ro Necessiry the educator [p. +*1,
so that their course ofdevelopment is not the same and they db
not enter into the same connection with the realiry principle.
Lastly, we seem to have found that the soaral insiincts-are
Iinked by mu& closer bonds than the ego-instincts to the
affective state ofaruriery - a conclusion whi& seems incomplete
in only one important respecL In order to establish it more

&-Iy, therefore, t will bring forward the further noteworthy
fact that if hunger and thint (the rwo mosr elementary selG
preservative instincts) are unsati$ed, the result is never their
transformation into an:riery, whereas the changing ofirnsatisfi ed
libido into an:riety is, as we have seen, 

"mong 
the best knovrn

and most frequendy observed ofphenomena.
Our right to separate the ego-instincts from the sexual onqt

cannot, no doubt, be shaken: it is implied in the existence of
sexual life as a distina activiry of the individual. The only
question is what importance we attribute to this separation"
how deep-going we wish to consider it. The answer to this
question, however, will be guided by how far we are able to
establish the extenr to which the sexual instincts behave
diferently in their somatic and mental manifestations from the
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